Fiat ulysse fuse box

Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the second-generation Fiat Ulysse, produced from
to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Fiat Ulysse , , , , , , and , get information about the
location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse
layout. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of
automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How
to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy
policy. Reverse light switch, Xenon lights, electric fan controls, engine coolant level, heated
diesel filter, preheating spark plugs, speed control system, air debit gauge. Relay power supply
for main electronic control unit electric fan relay controls , diesel pressure adjusting solenoid
valve and exhaust gas recirculation. Lambda sensor, injectors, spark plugs, canister solenoid
valve, injection pump solenoid valve. Electronic alarm, infotelematic Connect system, sound
system, multifunction display, steering column controls, particulate filter. Right side light
number plate lights, climate system control lights, ceiling lights first second and third row. EU
is a online store with a network of more than 85 warehouses and dismantling facilities
worldwide. Megaparts have over 10 used parts and accessories in stock. The company sell used
cars and offers a wide range of original used spare parts for all car brands. Megaparts has
international partnerships with more than companies. Due to a simple and comfortable search
engine, finding the necessary spare part became even easier now. Apart from that, we offer a
low prices and huge selection of auto parts for almost all automotive brands. Cassette and cd
players. Cd changers. Dvd, tv receivers. Gps navigations. Bumper shock absorbers, support
frames and holders. Decorative masks and grilles. Inner fenders, mud flaps. Roof racks,
luggage rack roof rails. Side windows. Air horns, klaxons, buzzers. Dampers for bonnets, lids,
doors and glove boxes. Headlight wipers and mechanisms. Nozzles for windscreens,
headlights. Park assist sensors. Side skirts. Spare wheel holders, tool box kits. Towing hooks.
Trims and caps - external. Abs, dsc, asr. Brake calipers. Brake discs. Brake master cylinders.
Engine mounts. Ac compressors. Air conditioning radiators. Blower motor resistors. Cooling
fans. Fan clutches. Fan shrouds. Fuel burning heaters. Heater motor flap control and heater
valves. Heating radiators. Oil coolers. Water connections and thermostat housings. Water pump
heater coolant motors. Water radiators. Bonnet locks. Boot lid key locks. Boot lid locks. Door
locks. Exterior handles. External boot lid handles. Internal handles. Central vacuum and door
lock actuators. Delco distributors. Fuse panels. Ignition coils. Steering wheel ribbon cables.
Throttle potentiometers. Cylinder heads. Egr and vacuum valves. Oil coolers and heat
exchangers. Oil pumps. Pistons, cylinder sleeves. Power steering pumps. Pulleys and
tensioners. Turbos and actuators. Vacuum pumps. Variators, oil valves. Active suspension
modules. Engine control units. Gearbox control modules. Air filter boxes. Conveying pumps.
Diesel fuel injectors. Fuel injection pumps. Fuel injection systems. Fuel level sensors. Fuel
pump chambers and flangers. Fuel pumps. Fuel rails. Gasoline fuel injectors. Glow plugs,
coolant and fuel pre-heaters. Idle speed motors and swirl flaps. Mass air flow meter sensors. Air
hoses, induction pipes. Air intake smooth rubber hoses. For air conditioner. For antifreeze. For
oil and hydraulics. Fuel hoses and pipes. Hoses and pipes for turbo. Manifolds, intake, exhaust.
Buttons panel seats, windows, mirrors etc. Control buttons, switch hazard. Cup holders.
Displays and gauges. Emergency lights buttons. Gear shift lever knobs, parking brake handles
and leather covers. Gearbox cables. Glove compartments. Handbrake and gear shift levers.
Heating control panels. Ignition keys, security cylinder locks and ignition switch connectors.
Instrument clusters. Interior courtesy lights. Light switches. Seat belts. Steering wheels. Sun
visors. Tool kits and lifting jacks. Wipers and lights levers. Electric steering rack motors.
Heating blowers. Power motor window regulators. Windshield washer pumps. Windshield wiper
mechanisms. Blinds and mechanisms. Door panels. Heater vents. Interior dash trim panels.
Plastic panels and elements. Skid plates. Trunk interior covers. Coolant reservoirs. Windshield
wipers reservoirs. Active suspension, self-leveling shock absorbers, shock dampers. Coil
springs. Compressors for air suspension, hydraulic suspension pumps. Front axles. Leaf
springs. Rear axles. Steering boxes. Steering shafts, steering wheel joints. Suspension spheres,
valves, hydraulic suspension distributors. Alloy rims. Spare wheels with tires. Steel rims.
Summer tires. Winter tires. Automatic transmissions. Differential and transfer case actuators.
Drive shafts. Driveshafts, propshafts. Manuals transmissions. Torque converters. Transfer
cases. All categories. Doors All models 3 doors 5 doors. Fuse panels for Fiat. Change search.
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breakers. Welcome to PartsGateway. The home to discount Fiat Ulysse fuse boxes supplied by
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seriously damage your finances but luckily with the help of PartsGateway, it is not the case. Did
you know PartsGateway sources all kinds of Fiat fuse box parts? We can also find the following
for your Fiat Ulysse including steering wheels or steering columns. Our state of the art
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Table of Contents. The use of other products or mixtures may irreparably damage the engine
with invalidation of the warranty due to the damage caused. Page 4 If, after buying the car, you
decide to add electrical accessories that will gradually drain the battery , visit a Fiat Dealership.
Page 5 The Fiat Ulysse, for example, no longer needs to be taken in for its first servicing after
the traditional 1, km They highlight those parts of the handbook where, more than anywhere
else, you should stop for a minute and read carefully. As you can see, each sign has a different
symbol to make it immediately clear and easy to identify the subjects in the different areas:
Personal safety. Page 7 A list of the symbols to be found on Battery Belts and pulleys your
Ulysse is given below, with the Explosion. Moving parts; keep parts name of the component to
which it re- lates at the side of it. Battery Power steering Engine Protect your eyes. Page 11 1.
Side vents Glove compartment 2. Left-hand stalk: headlight control Climate system automatic
controls 3. Horn Hazard lights 4. Instrument panel: odometer display and warning lights Cigar
lighter 5. Right-hand stalk, windscreen washer, rear window Page 13 The key fig. This CODE
card bears the The key is also fitted with a metal in- electronic code used by the Fiat F0Bb sert F
which can be pushed inside the Dealerships whenever the vehicle key grip by pressing button
E. Page 15 Fiat Dealership, which trol is pressed, replace the batteries will deal with their
disposal. Do with others of the same time: not expose them to naked flames and high
temperatures. Page 16 After the engine is started by turning and which must be stored in the

mem- available when the new storage pro- the key to M, the Fiat CODE system ory of the system
control unit. Con- cedure is carried out will be deleted Page 18 Proceed as follows: If you ever
need a new remote con- press button A-fig. Page Ignition Switch To release the lock: move the
someone has tried to is moving. The steering steering wheel slightly as you turn the steal your
vehicle , get a Fiat wheel would automatically lock ignition key to M. Dealership to check it over
be- as soon as you tried to turn it. All seat adjustments ting in the seat. Page 34 Rear seats fig.
To To adjust the armrest apply the fol- â€” lift the armrest to the required po- adjust it, lift or
lower the head re- lowing procedure: sition 3. It is placed next to the front roof During driving
door mir- lamp and enables the driver and the All you need to do is press the four rors must
always be open. Page 38 Remember that in the Always adjust the height of the seat After you
have made the case of a violent collision, belt to fit the person wearing it. This adjustment,
always make back seat passengers not could greatly reduce the risk of injury sure that the loop
is at- wearing seat belts, in addition to in the case of collision. The Ulysse is fitted with
pretension- Some smoke might come out. This is ers to enable the seat belts to offer not
harmful and does not signal the be- even more effective protection. Page 41 If, however, you
need any assistance, go to a Fiat Dealership. Page 42 Do not use devices and authorised
personnel. Always clips, fasteners, etc. If the belt has been sub- jected to heavy stress, for Page
44 jury, even mortal, regardless of For optimal protection in the event The results of research on
the best the seriousness of the crash that of a crash, all passengers must be seat- child
restraint systems are contained triggered it. Page 45 Furthermore, the We recommend using
Lineaccessori child must be strapped to the cot. Fiat child restraint systems for each weight
group. These systems were specifically designed and tested for Fi- at vehicles. Page 46 There
are child re- GROUP 2 GROUP 3 straints for Groups 0 and Children from 15 to 25 kg can be For
children from 22 to 36 kg, the 1 which are fastened with seated directly with the vehicle seat size
of the chest no longer requires a the vehicle seat belts by means of belts. Page 48 7 While
travelling, do not let the restraint systems can be attached to child seat incorrectly or release
the the fasteners. Lineaccessori Fiat includes Kiddy 8 Passengers should never carry Isofix
restraint system for children F0Bb children or babies on their laps. Page 49 Mount the child reThe Kiddy Type Isofix seat can how- â€” push the child restraint system un- straint system only
with ever be fitted to the front passenger til hearing the locking clicks; the car stationary. The
seat even if not provided with Isofix â€” Page 50 As the child grows, passing to the â€” for seats
positioned facing the run- With the child seat in this position, next weight group group 1 the
child ning direction, fasten the upper belt in the corresponding front seat must be safety chair
must be fitted in the ahead the upper seat pocket to the ring A- positioned halfway the sliding
guides B - Warning lights C - Trip kilometre counter reset button Page 52 A - Rev counter B Speedometer C - Fuel gauge with reserve tank warning light D - Coolant temperature gauge with
warning light showing when the tem- perature is too high F0Bb fig. Even travelling too slowly
when the D â€” Page 54 tion, distance covered, average con- E â€” button for selecting the type
of cerning: automatic light turning on, sumption, average speed, distance to information
displayed on the right side ESP, rain sensor. Page 56 0 km. Af- quency is displayed, press
button C for In this case contact a Fiat Dealer- ter this period the engine oil level for 10 seconds
the maintenance fre- ship. Page 57 The system is installed in an user- setting. The light or
passenger's seat belt if any is not Page 60 Prolonged use with the warning Amber light on can
cause damage. Contact a Fiat Dealership as soon as possible. When the system is inefficient.
The warning light goes off if the fault When you turn the ignition key to disappears but it is
however stored by the M position the light comes on. This warning light will turn The warning
light comes on on in the following cases: low coolant when 8 litres of fuel have remained in
level, particulate filter failure, low par- the tank. Page 62 In this way the T. Contact Fiat
Dealership as soon as possible. Page 64 Legend fig. Anyway, it is better if it accidentally leaks.
Page 70 IMPORTANT When the engine is Ventilation Feet started with the climate control sysThe treated air flow passes through Air is directed towards the feet tem in automatic mode and
the ex- 5 front vents placed on the edge and through: ternal temperature is very low, the fan in
the middle of the dashboard. Page 71 When the MAX-DEF function is on Have the pollen filter
checked at a If cold air is required, treated air di- Fiat Dealership at least once a year, it is
possible to alter the air capacity rected to the feet is distributed to all Page 73 Legend fig. Page
77 To select the wished air distribution window misting is prevented in nor- To exit this function
press button G press the related button and turn off mal conditions spring-summer. Page 81
Side light and dipped-beam The light sensor is not Main beam headlights fig. Page 82 Flashing
the headlights fig. Page Right-Hand Stalk Direction indicators fig. Page 84 Windscreen wiper
with rain To make maintenance easier, e. It is an electronic de- sensor fig. Page 85 When the
windscreen wiper is Check the sensor is off Windscreen washer fig. The hazard lights are
turned on by tions of consumption are the same. If this is not the case, have it ad- If, after a

collision, you justed at a Fiat Dealership. To engage the reverse tion of a traditional mechanic
gear. Engage this gear only when the ve- the vehicle must be sta- hicle is stationary and apply
also the tionary, the engine idling handbrake. They can be swung ed. Rear toggles are fitted
with clothes hooks B. Window shades are sliding devices Front seats are fitted with elastic
fitted with reels and relative springs. It will stay on only for a lim- one or two lights according to
the limited time, i. Page Central ceiling light fig. With the ignition key at M, the glove relative
control switch. Page Puddle lights fig. Before and Electric windows are fitted with safe- when
pressing the switches, al- ty anti-crushing gaskets. The car can be fitted with three elec- tric
sunroofs: front, rear and central. This is also covered y a specific law. To ensure that you and
other drivers have the best visibility conditions when travelling with the headlamps on, the
headlamps must be set properly. Page Fiat Dealership to have your car If this is the first time
you are dri- checked and full system opera- ving a car with ABS, we recommend tion restored.
Page Drive the car extreme- and systems with ABS. Page centrifugal force. We rec- travelling
direction. The ESP heart is the control unit ommend you to contact a Fiat Deal- The ESP system
action improves the which processes the centrifugal forces ership as soon as possible. Page
Eobd System U warning light on the in- sends pressure information to the glowing steadily or
flashing, con- control unit. Warning light Page e. Page â€” in the dashboard and with a bigger In
case of crash, a person not wear- The fact that the airbag is not trig- cushion for the passenger.
Page If the car is to be demolished, Fiat the vehicle interior may be covered by M or if it stays on
when travelling, Page Fiat Dealership. Do not drive with the body bent forward, keep the seat
back rest in the erect posi- tion and lean your back well against it. The driver is therefore
warned that sions which are greater If the sensor detects more than one the distance between
the vehicle and than the pretensioner settings. Do cleared from mud, dirt, make always sure that
there are not use dry, rough or hard cloth, snow or ice to ensure the system no people or
animals in the park Page Sound System Fiat Dealer- ship. The staff of experts, beside suggesting the most suitable accessories in the Lineaccessori Fiat range, will al- so check whether
the car electrical system can support the the required load or if a larger size battery needs to
The result of this atten Page S and then again to M. If it is still strument panel warning light m
will the glow plugs. If you are still unable to start the en- gine, contact a Fiat Dealership. For
versions with a cat- â€” Begin to move forward slowly let- alytic converter, bump ting the engine
turning at medium revs. Page Safe Driving Do not leave the ignition key at M to prevent draining the battery. Proceed as follows: In designing the Ulysse, Fiat has made every effort to come
up with a vehicle â€” turn the engine off; able to provide driver and passengers with top-class
levels of safety. In these cas- The main suggestions are the fol- when you are sure they do not
annoy es, switch on the dipped headlights lowing: other drivers; The main suggestions are the
fol- stopping distances are longer: lowing The heated rear win- dow, supplementary lights,
windscreen wipers, heating system blower require Some suggestions which may help Tyres
large amounts of electricity; this means you to keep the running costs of the Tyre pressure
should be checked at an increase in the request for power It is no ac- The correct use of
pollution control For emergency starts only use an cident that its pollution control equipdevices not only ensures respect for auxiliary battery. Page Winter Tyres Fiat Dealership will be
glad to of- accessories and personal luggage. Page â€” connect the battery negative â€” gauze
bandage, plasters, etc. These articles are all available from Lineaccessori Fiat range. F0Bb fig.
Never Observe the instructions on this and them back: they could place tools between the the
following pages to use the jack and come loose. Page 9 Use handle A-fig. Page 15 Warn other
passengers that the 17 The moving parts of the jack 22 Fasten bolts completely, work- vehicle is
about to be raised; all per- screw and joints may also cause in- ing in a criss-cross fashion as
shown in sons should be kept away from the ve- jury if touched. Page You should, where possible, have your bulbs broken, may cause small fragments of glass to be project- changed at a
Fiat Dealer- ship. Correct operation of exter- ed outwards. A - Glass bulbs: clipped into position.
Page â€” Take off bulb C and replace it. Xenon bulbs fig. We recommend you to have the bulb
changed at a Fiat Dealership. Page Be careful when remov- C - reversing light; â€” Disconnect
connector B and re- ing the side direction in- lease the two fasteners C. D - rear fog lights. A Direction indicator bulb; The number plate lights are next to â€” To replace a bulb: â€” Open the
tailgate. The â€” Page F0Bb F0Bb fig. Page F0Bb fig. Page 5 Reconnect the cables to the batperformed at a Fiat Dealership. Make sure the polari- ty is correct. Page N do not power brakes
and power steer- tow the vehicle and contact a Fiat ing. Do not use flexible cables to Dealership.
Avoid jerking. Whilst tow Page The first-aid kit and the fire extin- wounds; guisher are included
in the Lineacces- â€” bandages of various sizes; sori Fiat range. Fail- Dealership immediately if
any small ure to do so could result in the war Page HEAVY-DUTY Should prevailing use of the
vehicle â€” frequently idling engines or long â€” check cleanness of locks, bonnet be under one
of the following special- distance low speed driving e. If the bonnet Be careful not to mix up

support rod is not posi- the various types of fluids LEVELS tioned correctly the bon- when you
are topping up: net may fall violently. Page 1. Engine coolant - 3. Power steering fluid - 4. Engine
oil - 5. Brake and hydraulic clutch fluid. It is suit- oil consumption can only be consid Should
this take place, do not start the en- gine and contact Fiat Dealership. F0Bb F0Bb fig. Page Do
not travel with the Do not start the wind- When topping up where necessary windscreen washer
reser- screen washer when the make sure that the oil has the same voir empty. The wind- fluid
is finished to prevent specifications as the oil in the system. Page If it does, wash it off Fiat
Dealership. Page Air Cleaner Service Schedule. The filter replacement procedure is just for information. Go to a Fiat Dealership to carry it out in the F0Bb correct way. The cleaner can be
dam Page Diesel Fuel Filter â€” loosen knob A in the filter lower fig. Page If after buy- vent
freezing. In any a Fiat Dealership. Un- Avoid overloading your car: this can country where the
car is being driven. Page Some simple steps can reduce po- Changing the windscreen wiper â€”
refit a new blade, inserting it on the tential damage to the blades: arm and pushing it upwards,
until tab blade fig. Page For your Ulysse, Fiat has used lead- touch up as necessary to prevent
rust the parts. The vehicle must Use specific window cleaners to From time to time check that
water therefore be washed in an clean the windows. Use very clean has not collected under the
mats area equipped for the collection cloths to avoid scratching the glass or from dripping
shoes, umbrellas, etc. These components shall only be Brush the seats with a damp sponge
cleaned with water and neutral soap. They are printed on the related plates. Their position is
shown in fig. The bodywork paint code is shown on plate 3 located on the front left door in point
H. Steel or alloy rims on request. Jointed steering column with angle To ensure safety of the car
in move- and longitudinal adjustment system. Page F0Bb 2. In any case, check the correct value
again when the tyres are cold. Luggage compartment volume with unladen vehicle V. Passenger
air bag Headlight beam adjuster Xeno light versions excluded 3. Sound system controls on
steering wheel fitted Ignition switch 4. Page A - Rev counter B - Speedometer C - Fuel gauge
with reserve tank warning light D - Coolant temperature gauge with warning light showing when
the tem- perature is too high F0Bb fig. Under normal conditions, the needle of the temperature
gauge should hov- When warning light K comes on, it This is only acceptable for a few mo- er
around the middle of the scale. Page CO 2 emissions in exhaust.. Page - switching the alarm
Engine coolant level Page Fuel filler cap Page - trip kilometre counter Paint identification plate
Page Table Of Contents - ignition switch The signs to help you drive afe driving Page T.
Windows Useful accessories Page To have your end-of-life vehicle collected at no additional
cost, simply contact one of our dealers or one of the collection and demolition centres
authorised by Fiat. These centres have been carefully selected with a view to guaranteeing a
good quality service for the collection, processing and recycling of discarded vehicles while
protecting the Environment. Fiat Group Automobiles S. Agnelli, 5 - Volvera - Torino Italia Print
no. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Peugeot from â€” fuse box diagram
Year of production: , , , , , , Fuses behind the glove box Fuse Ampere rating [A] Functions F6 A
or B 15
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window parts diagram
painless wiring 10102
Audio system [â€¦]. A Protected components 1 10 Central doors [â€¦]. Smart Fortwo A, C, W;
â€” present â€” fuse box diagram Year of production: , , , , Vehicle interior fuse and relay
module No. Fused function A 1 Rear roof rack electrical [â€¦]. News Ticker. Electrical
Distribution Fuse panel. Previous Fiat Talento â€” â€” fuse box diagram. Next Fiat Ulysse â€”
bulbs specification. Serwis wykorzystuje pliki cookies. Ok, rozumiem. Electronic alarm,
infotelematic Connect system, sound system, multifunction display, steering column controls,
particulate filter. Right side light, number plate lights, climate system control lights, ceiling
lights first, second and third row. Reverse light switch, Xenon lights, electric fan controls,
engine coolant level, heated diesel filter, preheating spark plugs, speed control system, air debit
gauge. Relay power supply for main electronic control unit, electric fan relay controls , diesel
pressure adjusting solenoid valve and exhaust gas recirculation.

